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Abstract
Understanding the cognitive and emotional perceptions of people who commit suicide is one of the most
sensitive scientific challenges. There are circumstances where people feel the need to leave something written,
an artifact where they express themselves, registering their last words and feelings. These suicide notes are
of utmost importance for better understanding the psychology of suicidal ideation. This work gives structure
to the linguistic content of suicide notes, revealing interconnections between cognitive and emotional states
of people who committed suicide. We build upon cognitive network science, psycholinguistics and semantic
frame theory to introduce a network representation of the mindset expressed in suicide notes. Our cognitive
network representation enables the quantitative analysis of the language in suicide notes through structural
balance theory, semantic prominence and emotional profiling. Our results indicate that the emotional syntax
connecting positively- and negatively-valenced terms gives rise to a degree of structural balance that is
significantly higher than null models where the affective structure was randomized. We show that suicide
notes are affectively compartmentalized such that positive concepts tend to cluster together and dominate the
overall network structure. A key positive concept is “love”, which integrates information relating the self to
others in ways that are semantically prominent across suicide notes. The emotions populating the semantic
frame of “love” combine joy and trust with anticipation and sadness, which connects with psychological
theories about meaning-making and narrative psychology. Our results open new ways for understanding the
structure of genuine suicide notes informing future research for suicide prevention.
Keywords: Cognitive network science, Complex networks, Emotional profiling, Mindset reconstruction,
Semantic prominence, Suicide notes, Structural balance
1. Introduction
In many circumstances, the only difference between a completed suicide and a suicide attempt is slightly
greater pressure applied to a trigger. In either case, though, the importance of gaining a greater understand-
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ing of the psychological conditions surrounding such a tragic event is immediately apparent; what leads an
individual to contemplate, and perhaps commit, such an act? Similarly, what sorts of thoughts and feel-
ings does one encounter when experiencing suicidal ideation? And how might our understanding of these
phenomena aid in improving prevention efforts? Although these are challenging questions, suicide notes
represent one potential window into the psychology of individuals who complete suicide [1, 2]. By analyzing
the language and contents of suicide notes, we can gain unique insight into an individual’s experience and
perhaps a greater understanding of the cognitive processes that accompany suicidal ideation [3].
Previous research into suicide notes has highlighted specific properties of such notes in an attempt to
better understand what characteristics stand out and differentiate them from other types of texts. Some
work has focused on studying the thematic contents of suicide notes (e.g., [4, 5, 6]), including dominant
emotional themes (such as “anger” and “love”), and key motives (e.g., the wish to die). In general, these
studies have focused on answering the question: what is in a suicide note? That is, what are the contents
that we most consistently observe when comparing notes from people that committed suicide? For example,
Al-Mosaiwi and Johnstone [7] recently found that the vocabulary used by individuals at risk of suicide was
uniquely different from those who suffered from other mental disorders related to depression and anxiety.
Individuals who experienced suicidal ideation tended to utilize different vocabularies and mainly absolutist
words, such as “absolutely, “all, “completely, “constantly, “must, “never (for a full list see here). The work
by Al-Mosaiwi and Johnstone importantly indicates that suicide notes have their own emotional and lexical
footprints, justifying automatic procedures of identifying suicidal ideation based on the lexicon of notes, in
addition to sentiment analysis and emotional profiling.
Sentiment analysis has been further applied to the goal of comparing how the emotional contents of
suicide notes are categorized by learning algorithms versus trained clinicians [8, 9], as well as whether or
not such algorithms can reliably distinguish between genuine and simulated suicide notes [10]. This work
has important implications for clinical practice, as the early identification of writings that signal suicidal
ideation, or the intent to commit suicide, may help improve prevention or the development of better clinical
interventions to reduce a patient’s risk of death.
These automated text-analysis techniques offer some powerful advantages over the standard, qualitative
approaches that have commonly been applied to the study of suicide notes by clinical psychologists. For one,
quantitative methods – such as those used in sentiment analysis [10, 9] and emotional profiling [11, 12] –
allow for the use of more objective criteria and clearer operationalizations of psychological constructs (such
as valence, emotional intensity, and others based on normative data). Qualitative methods, on the other
hand, depend on human judges to code and interpret texts, then compare ratings to assess the consistency
of their conclusions. Thus, there may be a high degree of uncertainty and limited reliability when such
techniques are used to make inferences about psychological processes or generalizations about the larger text
corpus. Moreover, automatic approaches to text analysis allow one to evaluate millions of lines of text in
very short amounts of time.
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Here we explore the application of network science to the analysis of genuine suicide notes. Importantly,
we show how network modelling can be used to expand the text-analytic toolbox in psychology and afford
novel ways of answering complex research questions about text data [13]. In contrast with other automated
approaches to text analysis [14], network models allow one to encode not only, e.g., word sentiment, but
also the broader set of connections that each word has with the surrounding text [12]. This allows one to
track not only which words appear more or less often in a sample of texts, but also how they are used and
in what context. Hence, network modelling represents an approach to study of text data that can further
elucidate the structure of human texts [15] and potentially reveal how concepts are perceived, organized and
interconnected in the human mind [13].
1.1. Motivation: Why are networks relevant for understanding suicide notes?
Language guarantees an expression of people’s perceptions through semantic content and emotions [16,
17, 18, 13, 12]. Hence, understanding how specific audiences perceived specific concepts is a task that can
be tackled on two levels, a semantic one and an emotional one. Semantic frame theory indicates that the
meaning attributed by people to a given concept can be reconstructed by observing the relationships and
conceptual associations attributed to that concept in text or speech [16]. Words in a given semantic frame
elicit multiple combinations of emotions, i.e. emotional profiles, which characterise the emotional content
inspired by a text.
Network science provides tools quantifying and reconstructing both semantic frames [16, 19, 15] and
emotional associations [12], thus providing a framework for the quantitative identification of the way people
perceive events and happenings. In comparison to machine learning techniques, networks have the advantage
of transparently representing a proxy for the associative structure of language in the human mind, within
the cognitive system apt at acquiring, storing and producing language, i.e. the mental lexicon [17, 20].
Supported by psycholinguistic inquiries of the mental lexicon [20, 21, 22, 13], complex networks built from
texts can open a window onto people’s mindsets [12]. Focus here is given to reconstructing the collective
mindset as expressed by last written words left by people who committed suicide.
The main goal of the present paper is to use cognitive networks to reveal and understand the most
prominent concepts present in suicide notes and how they were emotionally perceived by authors. We
address this problem in the following studies. Study 1 starts by investigating the “emotional syntax” of
suicide notes, analyzing whether the connectivity and configuration of words is in some way related to
their valence. Toward this end we use structural balance theory [23] to assess the degree of balance in the
network and determine how valence is organized among neighboring words. We extend previous research
by not only studying the emotional content of suicide notes, but also the extent to which sentiment is
organized in meaningful ways in the collective mindset around suicide ideation. Study 2 delves more into the
centrality of concepts prominently characterising the networked structure of suicide notes. Centrality also
identifies specific concepts like “love” whose semantic frames are then investigated and reconstructed. Study
3 combines semantic frames with emotional data in order to quantify how people who committed suicide
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emotionally perceived specific aspects of their last notes. We conclude with a general discussion about the
results brought by the above studies about understanding the collective mindset left by people committing
suicide in their final notes.
2. Methods: Network construction and motivation
This section outlines the main materials and methods adopted in the current investigation.
2.1. Dataset of suicide notes
A genuine suicide note is a text left by a person who subsequently committed suicide. This investigation
used the Genuine Suicide Notes corpus by Schoene and Dethlefs [9]. The corpus represents a collection
of 139 genuine suicide notes collected from fact-checked newspaper articles and other previous small-scale
investigations of suicide notes. All notes are in English and were anonymised by changing names of people and
places or any reference to identifying information. Shorter suicide notes, including less than two sentences,
were discarded.
2.2. Additional natural language processing
Words in all notes were lemmatized and annotated with part-of-speech and dependency tags based on
Universal Dependencies treebank collection [24] as classified with a state-of-the-art NLP library Spacy1.
The tags specify roles played by particular words in a sentence as well as syntactic relationships between
them. This additional information was used to derive network representations of the notes capturing more
fundamental syntactic links instead of simpler, sequential relationships between preceding and subsequent
words. Specifically, it allowed a decomposition of all sentences into a kind of generalized subject-verb-object
(SVO) triplets. Here, an SVO triplet consists of a subject, which is seen as an active agent, a verb seen as an
action performed by the subject, and an object standing for anything that the action (verb) performed by
the subject relates to. This is why the decomposition used here is somewhat more general as any token other
than nominal subject and subordinate to a verb in a syntactic tree of a sentence is considered an object.
For instance, in our approach the following sentence is decomposed into four different SVO triplets:
• He was looking at a tree, which was very tall.
1. he–look–at
2. he–look–tree
3. tree–be–very
4. tree–be–tall
1https://spacy.io
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As the example shows, the method unwinds relative clauses such as “tree, which is tall” into separate
SVO triplets. This way it is more capable of capturing semantics of compound and complex sentences.
Moreover, most important meaning making tokens (such as “he”, “look” and “tree” in the example above)
appear in multiple triplets by design. Because of that even simple summaries such as frequencies of words
over all SVO triplets can capture important semantic features of a text corpora.
The second important processing step was a custom lemmatization which accounted for the specific way
in which the suicide notes were anonymized. Most words were lemmatized according to the standard rules
implemented for English language in Spacy. However, all names of persons in the notes were substituted
with several generic placeholder names such as Jane or William, so they were reduced to a special “s/he”
lemma. Moreover, all occurrences of “he” and “she” were also lemmatized this way.
2.3. Constructing two types of linguistic networks
Two types of networks were adopted for the current analysis:
• Co-occurrence (CO) network in which nodes represent concepts and links indicate succession rela-
tionships. Thus, relationships were captured through a sequential chain, establishing links between
preceding and subsequent words. For instance, the sentence “The pen is red” would feature links “the–
pen”, “pen–is” and “is–red”. This straightforward approach is reminiscent of word co-occurrence and
can capture syntactic relationships in language, e.g. a word specifying semantic features of another
one.
• Undirected, weighted network of relationships induced by SVO triplets extracted from the notes. Each
SVO triplet was decomposed into three possible links included in a triple:
1. subject–verb
2. verb–object
3. subject–object
For instance, the triple “he–look–at” consists of the following three pairs: (1) “he–look”, (2) “look–at”,
and (3) “he–at”. Edge weights are equal to the number of co-occurrences of two words in the same
SVO triplets. Note that this way of decomposing SVO triplets into node pairs does not introduce any
structural bias as each component (subject, verb and object) appears exactly two times over three
pairs generated from a single triplet. On the other hand, tokens playing central syntactic roles (i.e.
subject and verbs) will appear in more SVO triplets than less central ones. Therefore, these tokens will
have higher degrees and strengths (sums of edge weights) in an SVO network. This is an important
property of our method which encodes some of the crucial semantic features of a text corpora directly
into degree/node strength distributions.
In order to filter out errors and relationships between words that were accidental and/or idiosyncratic
for individual suicide notes, the SVO network was limited only to relations (edges) with weights equal
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the data generating process (A), the method of relations extraction (B) and the network
construction scheme (C). As (A) suggests, the assumption of our approach is that suicide notes are observable, even if noisy,
realizations of unobservable suicide ideation processes.
to or greater than 2. In other words, only relationships that occurred at least twice over the entire
corpus were considered.
The above linguistic networks were also enriched with:
• sentiment labels, i.e. positive/negative/neutral, indicating the overall pleasantness of a concept as
expressed by large audiences in psycholinguistic studies about common language. These labels identified
words in the lower quartile (negative), middle quartiles (neutral) and upper quartile (positive) of valence
scores as obtained from [25];
• emotional labels, expressing the emotions elicited by a given word as indicated by large audiences in
psycholinguistic studies about common language. The considered emotions were those from the NRC
Emotion Lexicon [11], namely anger, anticipation, fear, disgust, joy, sadness, surprise and trust.
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Both the above sentiment and emotional dataset are relative to overall, global perceptions of concepts
as represented in mainstream populations. Hence, these datasets are not directly informative about the
subjective emotional perceptions portrayed by people who committed suicide. In order to reconstruct these
subjective perceptions, network measures are required.
The CO and SVO networks enable the reconstruction of a semantic frame in terms of a network neighbour-
hood of a given concept. As an example, the semantic frame of “love” is represented by the first neighbors
of concepts syntactically related to “love” by people who committed suicide in their suicide notes. Checking
this semantic frame/network neighborhood provides crucial information about the contexts and perspectives
that featured “love” in the suicide notes. On the emotional level, sentiment and emotional attributes are not
universal, as they could change according to the subjective perceptions of the authors or the context in which
concepts appear. For instance, “love” is usually indicated as a positive word bringing emotions of trust and
joy. But what about associations like “betraying love” or “missing love”? Placing “love” in different contexts
can alter its subjective perception. This is the main reason why language cannot be really considered a bag
of words, i.e. a collection of isolated concepts, but rather a network of interconnected linguistic units whose
meaning and emotions can change according to the way they are networked together. Therefore the above
networks provide access to the associative and emotional perceptions of conceptual entities in the minds of
people committing suicide.
3. Study 1: Investigating Structural Balance in Suicide Nodes Networks
Based on sentiment labels of words, we introduce a structural balance analysis. Structural balance theory
has its origin in a study by Fritz Heider, in 1946, that evaluated the psychological and cognitive configurations
in interpersonal relations positioned in a triad [23]. These relations can be positive or negative, resembling
feelings as friendship, love, esteem, and their opposites. Heider stated that for a triad to be balanced, it
must have an even number of negative relations, otherwise tension emerges. Thus, from the four possible
triads – {+,+,+}, {−,+,+}, {−,−,+}, {−,−,−} – only the first and the third are considered balanced.
As an example, if we think about the following cognitive settings “a friend of my friend is my friend”, “an
enemy of my enemy is my friend”, and similar ones, we are able to verify that they follow the concept of
balance created by Heider.
Some years later, Cartwright and Harary generalized the concept of structural balance to social networks,
introducing signed graphs in which edges have positive and negative signs corresponding to positive or
negative ties between individuals [26, 27]. They extended the concept of balanced triad to balanced network
by allowing cycles with more than three edges. A cycle is considered balanced if the product of the signs
of its edges is positive, i.e., if there are no odd number of negative edges in a cycle. To measure structural
balance Harary introduced the concept of Degree of Balance (DoB) of a signed network as the ratio of the
number of positive cycles to the total number of cycles [28]. Let G be a signed graph, c(G) be the number
of cycles of G, c+(G) be the number of positive cycles of G, and DoB(G) be the degree of balance of G.
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Then:
DoB(G) =
c+(G)
c(G)
. (1)
For the remaining analysis we use cycles of size three – triads.
Even though these theories were developed more than half century ago, it has been in the last decade
that structural balance theory has been revived in different domains. Recently, Chiang et.al [29] presented
a study exploring triadic balance in the brain regarding how brain activity expresses possible cognitive
(im)balances when people are faced with cooperative decisions regarding social dilemmas. They showed that
individual’s psychological states are reflected in the different areas of the brain that are activated when they
are situated in unbalanced or balanced triads. When in unbalanced triads, individual’s showed activation in
brain regions associated with cognitive dissonance, reinforcing Heider’s theory.
Structural balance has also been adapted and used to study different complex systems represented as
signed networks: from adaptive behavior in social networks [30, 31] to financial networks [32, 33], among
others [34, 35, 36]. In the present study we investigate the structural balance of the cognitive setting behind
the valence of words connected by syntactic associations in the suicide notes. In the following sections, we
explain how we build a signed network from the CO network presented in Section 2.3; we evaluate its degree
of balance and the frequency of each possible triad; and we perform a statistical significance evaluation by
creating two different null models and comparing the results.
3.1. Building the Signed Network
To analyse the degree of balance of the CO network, we build a signed network based on the sentiment
labels of the words present in it. These sentiment labels can be positive, negative or neutral. We proceed with
the network construction with the following steps. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected and signed network, with
|V | vertices (words) and |E| edges (co-occurrence relations). We define edges labels w ∈ {−1, 1, 0} between
two words (a,b) as follows: w(a, b) = w(b, a) = 0 if both words are neutral; w(a, b) = w(b, a) = −1 if either
a or b is negative; and w(a, b) = w(b, a) = 1 if both a and b are positive or if one of them is positive and
the other neutral. As a result, we obtain a signed network with 1962 positive links, 1362 negative links and
5696 neutral links. We consider that the neutral links, links with label 0, do not play a role when calculating
the degree of balance. An important observation before further analysis is that the shadowed triangle from
Figure 2 (unbalanced) is never observed in this signed network. Since we define the edges based on the signs
of the nodes, there is no combination between positive, negative and neutral words leading to it.
3.2. Degree of Balance in Suicide Notes
We evaluate the degree of balance of this signed network and its statistical significance when compared
with two null models. In the first null model, we use the configuration model [37] to generate random
networks with the same degree sequence of the CO network. In the second, we generate random networks
using the same exact structure of the CO network but shuffling the sentiment labels associated with each
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Figure 2: In the first panel is the representation of the balanced and unbalanced triads and the valence labels that generate those
triads. The shadowed one in the unbalanced triads is the only configuration that is impossible to obtain with any combination
of positive, negative and neutral words. In the second panel we show the fraction of each triad and the total degree of balance
in the two different null models and in the CO network. For the null models we present the average and the standard deviation
over 1000 realizations. We are able to observe that the CO network holds a high degree of balance and a high proportion of all
positive triangles. Similar happens for the configuration model where edges are re-wired, but a significant difference is observed
when instead of re-wiring edges we shuffle the valence labels, keeping the CO structure.
node. After creating these modified versions of the CO network, we build the associated signed networks and
calculate the corresponding degree of balance and triad frequency values. For each null model we calculate
the average and the standard deviation of 1000 random networks. In Figure 2 (right panel) we present the
results.
We are able to observe that the overall degree of balance (DoB) and the frequency of {+,+,+} triads
present in both the CO network and across iterations of the configuration model (where degree sequence was
held constant but edges were rewired) is much higher than for the sentiment labels shuffled networks. Given
that the signs of edges were determined by the valence of the labels associated with the nodes, this allowed
us to distinguish between how DoB and triad balance in the CO network differed from random expectation
with respect to both the syntactic structure and affective structure of the words.
3.3. Discussion of Study 1
The results show that there is an interesting relationship between the affective structure (the organization
of valence across nodes) and the degree sequence in the observed network. That is, we see that the CO network
is more balanced, overall, than what we would expect when the aforesaid relationship is broken by shuffling
the node labels. With the configuration model, the relation between degree sequence and affective structure
is retained, while only the syntactic structure is randomized. In this case, we do not see a difference in DoB
when comparing with the observed CO network.
This result indicates that the affective structure of the network is more compartmentalized, where the all-
positive triads, {+,+,+}, are most frequent in the empirical network. Compartmentalized mental contents
have been investigated within social psychological studies looking at vulnerability and resilience to depression,
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[38]. This research has shown that individuals with more compartmentalized self-perceptions (e.g., positive
(negative) perceptions are mostly associated with other positive (negative) perceptions) tend to show less
depression in the face of daily stressors. It is possible that the highly balanced pattern we observe in the
network is indicative of a psychological strategy for coping with the “psych-ache” associated with suicidal
ideation (cf. [3, 4]).
In sum, it seems that the degree of balance in the suicide notes analyzed depends, at least in part, on the
connectivity of the words and organization of their valences. Moreover, this property appears to be more
important for balance than the specific sentence structure and conceptual contents of the words. Thus, given
the apparent relation between connectivity and valence, in Study 2 we proceed to analyze the centrality of
words in the network to assess which concepts are most prominent and what valences are observed among
highly central words.
4. Study 2: Identifying Prominent Concepts and Semantic Frames in Suicide Notes Networks
4.1. Conceptual relevance measured via network metrics
In cognitive network science, conceptual distance successfully identifies conceptual relatedness [39, 21, 20].
The identification of semantically related concepts is traditionally performed by semantic latent analysis,
which maps the problem of measuring conceptual distance into selecting appropriate metrics in a vectorial
space of words. However, in predicting semantic relatedness, semantic latent analysis was recently outper-
formed by network distance in cognitive networks, i.e. counting the smallest number of conceptual links
connecting any two concepts in the same connected component of a given network [21]. We build upon
this evidence and define conceptual relatedness as concepts being at a shorter network distance. A concept
which is related to, i.e. at shorter network distance from, almost all other concepts must be prominent. This
intuitive definition of conceptual prominence is methodologically implemented by closeness centrality [37],
which identifies concepts that are at shorter network distance from all other connected concepts.
Closeness centrality has been successfully used in previous investigations as a proxy of conceptual promi-
nence predicting word acquisition (cf. [22]). Also in the current analysis, we use closeness centrality as a
quantitative way for identifying prominent concepts in the reconstructed mindset around suicide ideation.
As a statistical baseline, the closeness centrality of concepts in the empirical networks was matched
against closeness centrality in configuration models [37], i.e. random networks fixing the empirical degrees
of words but otherwise randomising conceptual links. Configuration models were also used in order to assess
the statistical significance of structural balance analysis.
4.2. Central concepts in the CO network
The closeness ranks reported in Table 1 indicate the most prominent concepts identified in suicide notes
through syntactic associations. Non-meaningful words such as determiners, adpositions and conjuncts were
removed from the ranking as they tend to appear in multiple contexts for purely syntactic and non-semantic
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reasons (they do not convey any specific meaning in isolation) and hence almost always have very high
closeness centrality values in co-occurrence networks.
Rank Word z-score Significant? Rank drop Rank Word z-score Significant? Rank drop
1 love 2.065 Yes 6 21 feel 0.389 6
2 do 1.134 2 22 family 1.220 116
3 take 0.884 6 23 give 0.113 2
4 go 1.027 6 24 tell 0.222 -3
5 get 0.780 4 25 try 0.733 17
6 way 1.328 20 26 know 0.318 -6
7 one 1.424 33 27 start 1.408 55
8 make 0.691 8 28 good 0.988 33
9 live 1.197 30 29 as 0.193 -3
10 help 1.261 20 30 friend 1.174 82
11 want 0.782 9 31 year 0.865 43
12 time 1.339 33 32 money 0.997 45
13 day 1.217 54 33 leave 0.530 13
14 call 1.016 16 34 hope 0.797 30
15 end 1.278 53 35 child 1.281 121
16 life 1.259 61 36 think 0.648 34
17 thing 1.224 28 37 use 1.259 102
18 work 1.274 38 38 other 1.077 146
19 all 0.306 4 39 mother 1.205 129
20 not 3.102 Yes -13 40 come 0.244 -5
Table 1: Top 40 concepts based on closeness centrality in the CO network. To detect how empirical syntactic relationships
contributed to closeness centrality, 1000 configuration models with random relationships were built. Empirical concept centrality
was compared against mean random expectation, enabling a measurement of the mean rank drop due to randomising conceptual
links. “Love” was found to be 6 positions higher in the empirical ranking than in random configuration models and was the
only one among the top words for which rank drop was statistically significant.
Notice that “love” has the highest closeness centrality in the whole CO network. It indicates that suicide
notes featured “love” in a wide array of different contexts. The identification of these contexts is further
explored with the SVO networks, which better enable the identification of contexts in which different concepts
are utilized as they infer them not from sequential co-occurrence relations but from actual syntactic rules of
the (English) language.
Notice that the reconstruction of the semantic frame and emotions linked to “love” is essential, as the
authors of suicide notes might interpret or alter the commonly positive meaning attributed to “love” in
mainstream language. This alteration takes place on both the semantic and emotional spheres of language
processing.
Other prominent concepts in the CO network include moving verbs like “go”, “get”, “make” and “take”
and other jargon expressing desire like “want”, “live” and “help”, which are all interconnected. “Live” and
“life” are prominently featured, together with specific aspects of life such as “work” and “family”. These
words indicate that suicide notes are not explicitly dominated by concepts directly related to suicide, as
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none of the 40 top-ranked concepts reported in Table 1 convey the idea of “suicide” in an evident manner.
Instead, these concepts portray rather general aspects of life, even though the triad “want”/“live”/“help”
indicates a willingness to get better and find a better life. This aspect are better investigated through the
SVO network and emotional profiling (see next Sections).
Notice that “love” is the only top-ranked noun that would significantly drop by several ranks (6) in
closeness rankings based on random configuration models. This means the “love” is ranked higher than
random expectation in the empirical suicide notes and it is therefore an exceptionally prominent concept for
the authors of the notes.
4.3. Central concepts in SVO network
Central concepts in the SVO network were analyzed based on node strengths and closeness centrality.
Node strength as a measure of concept importance is justified by the construction of SVO networks in which
crucial sentence-building and meaning-making words occur in more SVO triplets than less important ones.
As indicated by Figure 3 (right) strength and closeness centrality are markedly correlated and the four
nodes with highest strengths are: “i”, “s/he”, “you” and “love”. They are followed by an array of verbs (e.g.
“think”, “feel”, “go”, and “take”) and nouns (e.g. “life”, “time”, “way” and “money”).
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Figure 3: (Left) The SVO graph with Kamada-Kawai layout and four largest clusters detected with G-N algorithm [40]. The
noise cluster combines all other, much smaller, clusters. Ellipses show general orientations of the clusters extracted after the
first split in G-N algorithm which revealed division in the network between a very centralized part organized around ’I’ and a
more diverse part organized around ’you’, ’s/he’ and ’love’, which is evident from the network degeneracy measure. The two
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Figure 3 (left) presents four largest communities in the optimal division based on the Girvan-Newman
algorithm [40]. Cluster names are derived from their main hubs (nodes with largest strengths) and ellipses
denote general orientations of the two clusters given by the first split. Crucially, the results suggest an
important division between a very centralized concept cluster organized around “I” and a more complex
cluster of clusters centered around “s/he”, “you” and “love”. This is evident from the ’degeneracy’ measure
which captures how close a (sub)graph is to being a perfect star and is markedly higher for the “I” cluster
(see section 4.3.1 for details). Moreover, as indicated by Figure 3, the ’I’ cluster is significantly more
negative in terms of sentiment. This suggests that typically negative perceptions and thoughts conveyed
through suicide notes more often concern self than others.
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Figure 4: Subgraphs composed of nodes in four largest clusters detected with the G-N algorithm [40]. Degeneracy values
measure how similar they are to perfect star graphs with the same number of nodes.
More insight can be gained by closer analysis of the four main clusters. Figure 4 shows them separately
including labels of ten nodes with highest strengths in each. First of all, the “I” cluster is the only one in
which some of the most central words are clearly negative (i.e. “suicide”, “trouble” and “mistake”) while the
clusters from the other side of the network are dominated by neutral and positive words. Interestingly, the
cluster subgraphs organized around pronouns, “I”, “s/he” and “you”, are markedly simpler and star-like. In
particular the “I” subgraph is dominated by the central hub. On the other hand, the ’love’ subgraph has a
more diverse structure with multiple nodes with high centrality. This suggests that in suicide ideations the
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concept of love is more often embedded in complex webs of relationships while concepts related to self and
others are used in a relatively simplified manner.
4.3.1. Degeneracy and star-like graphs
This argument can be made more rigorous using the notion of degeneracy [41], which measures the
tendency that a random walker starting from a random node after one step ends up in a limited set of
central nodes. Let W be a normalized weighted and undirected adjacency matrix such that weights in
each row Wi• sum up to 1 so they can be interpreted as probability distributions over the next position
of a random walker starting at node i. Then, degeneracy of the graph represented by W is defined as a
normalized difference between maximal and observed entropy of the probability distribution Wi• averaged
over all nodes i = 1, . . . , N assuming they are equally likely:
degeneracy =
log2N −H(〈Wi•〉)
log2N − S
∈ [0, 1] (2)
where 〈Wi•〉 is the vector of column means of W, 〈Wi•〉 = 1/N
∑N
i=1Wi•, and H(·) is Shannon entropy.
The S term is the maximal possible unnormalized degeneracy of an undirected weighted star graph with N
nodes:
S = −N − 1
N
log2
(
N − 1
N
)
− 1
N
log2
(
1
N
)
(3)
4.3.2. Degeneracy of cluster subgraphs
As figure 4 shows, the ’I’ subgraph is clearly most ’degenerate’ as it is dominated by the ’I’ hub which
attracts most of the connections. Other pronoun subgraphs (’you’ and ’s/he’) are somewhat less ’degenerate’.
On the other hand the ’love’ subgraph is markedly less degenerate and has a visibly more nuanced structure
without a single dominating hub.
4.4. Discussion of Study 2
In both the CO and the SVO network, positively valenced concepts like “love” and references to self and
others dominate the conceptual landscape of suicide notes. In the SVO network, the most important verb is
’love’, which reveals a part of semantics of the suicide notes which was not as apparent at the level of links
in the simpler CO network. In particular, it suggests that the central concepts around which suicide notes
are organized are love and relations with others or lack thereof.
A network degeneracy analysis confirmed the initial intuition that in suicide notes the cluster of concepts
related to self has markedly simpler, more centralized structure than clusters related to others (’s/he’, ’you’)
and ’love’. In the SVO network, a valence analysis revealed the cluster around “I” to be perceived as more
negative compared to the other word clusters. Together, these results indicate that pronounced focus on
self combined with simplified processing of related information may be a characteristic feature of suicide
notes and ideation. This result fits with previous psychological research showing higher levels of negative
self-reference in texts written by depressed individuals [42, 43]. On the other hand, ’love’ seems to play an
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integrative role by knitting together diverse concepts and bridging different clusters corresponding to self
and others (see figure 3).
Our analysis did not consider negations of any form, so we cannot use the above results to estimate how
often the word ’love’ relates to the lack of love in the life of a given person. We address this limitation in
Study 3 with a more in-depth analysis, including negations and identifying the main emotions within the
semantic frames around “love” and other central concepts as identified above.
5. Study 3: Understanding the semantic frame and emotional perception
5.1. Implementing sentiment and emotional profiling
Previous investigations pointed out how defining sentiment features of suicide notes helped in the super-
vised detection of suicide ideation in text identification tasks (cf. [9]).
Emotional profiling was performed by labelling words according to the emotion they elicit, as indicated
in the NRC emotion lexicon [11]. The dataset included 8 basic emotional states, whose combination can give
rise to a wide variety of nuanced emotion. Emotional profiling was performed as in previous studies [12],
considering the number of words eliciting a given emotion in a certain network region, e.g. in the network
neighbourhood of a certain concept. The emotional profile of a word p was considered by counting the
fraction fi(p) of words syntactically linked to w eliciting emotion i. By definition fi(p) ranges between 0
(no conceptual associates of p elicit emotion i) to 1 (all concepts linked to p elicit emotion i). As a reference
model, we used a random sampling of words fixing the empirical sample size, e.g. the number of words
syntactically linked to p, but neglecting empirical syntactic associations. Counting the fraction of randomly
sampled words eliciting emotion i provided direct-sampling distributions of random emotional profiles. We
used these random distributions in order to attribute a z-score to the observed emotional profile fi(p). This
statistical procedure, with a significance fixed at 0.05, enabled a comparison of the strength of emotions
elicited by individual concepts in our considered networks.
In the following, emotional profiles are presented by: (i) presenting the empirical observed emotional
richness of a word or set of words against the randomly expected one; (ii) reporting the z-score of the
empirical observed richness against random expectation. On the one hand, the visualisation of z-scores
facilitates the immediate understanding of which were the stronger emotional intensities elicited by a given
concept. On the other hand, the comparison provides additional information about how rich a concept can
be in associations eliciting a given emotion.
5.2. Emotional profiles of concepts in the CO and SVO networks
Figure 5 reports the emotional profiles for highly central concepts identified in the CO network, namely
“love”, “want”, “help” and “life”. The semantic frames for all these concepts include emotions that were
elicited by suicide notes but would not be expected in commonly used language. For instance, “want” features
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syntactic associates eliciting anticipation into the future but also a dichotomy between positive emotions like
joy and trust and negative emotions like fear or sadness.
Figure 5: Reconstructed emotional profiles for “want”, “help”, “life” and “love” in the co-occurrence network, visualised
either as a comparison between observed and randomly expected emotional richness (left) or as an emotion wheel of z-scores
(right). Error bars indicate standard deviation over a sample of 1000 random iterations. Emotions more frequent than random
expectation at a 0.05 significance level are marked with an asterisk (plots on the left) and fall outside of the gray circle (plots
on the right). White circles in the emotional wheels count z-scores, e.g. “life” elicited anticipation with a z-score of around 4.
The concept of “help” is associated to jargon eliciting mostly positive emotions, featuring a high level of
anticipation or projection into the future, e.g. looking for help with future events or plans. Sadness is also
featured more prominently than random expectation around “help”. Notice that anticipation and sadness
represent evidence for resignation, according to Plutchik’s atlas of emotions.
“Life” is a concept positively perceived in common language, eliciting pleasantness and positive emotions.
In the language of suicide notes, the semantic frame of “life” elicits no positive emotion. Only an increased
level of anticipation, which in itself is a rather neutral projection into the future, was found, instead.
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“Love” was found to be the most prominent concept featured in suicide notes. The semantic frame of
“love” features associates dominated by joy and trust, indicating a positive perception of love itself in line
with the positive perception commonly attributed to “love” in language. Nonetheless, sadness co-existed
with the above positive emotions surrounding “love”, indicating a more nuanced perception of this concept
as reported by authors of suicide notes.
Figure 6: Reconstructed emotional profiles for “I”, “you”, “s/he” and “love” in the SVO network, visualised either as a
comparison between observed and randomly expected emotional richness (left) or as an emotion wheel of z-scores (right). Error
bars indicate standard deviation over a sample of 1000 random iterations. Emotions more frequent than random expectation
at a 0.05 significance level are marked with an asterisk (plots on the left) and fall outside of the gray circle (plots on the right).
White circles in the emotional wheels count z-scores.
In order to better characterise the emotional profile of “love”, its semantic frame in the SVO network
were analysed. Figure 6 reports the emotional profiles of the cluster of concepts around “love” as identified in
the SVO (see Study 2). In suicide notes, trust and joy pervade the semantic frame of “love”. This indicates
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that the perception of “love” portrayed by people committing suicide in their last notes is a positive one,
portraying joyous and trustful aspects of such feeling. Notice also how the associates of “love” elicit both
anticipation and surprise, a combination of emotions expressing uncertainty about the future.
The same arrangement of emotions is found also in the cluster around “you”, featuring joy, trust, antic-
ipation and surprise, but not in the cluster around “I” or “s/he”. Since the SVO network maps subjects-
verb-objects relationships, the above emotional patterns indicate that the emotions projected through the
verb “love” are mainly directed to “you” rather than to “I” or to “s/he”. In other words, the above results
indicate that the positive emotional aura attributed to “love” is mostly directed to the reader of the note (this
agrees with high fractions of positive words in the ’love’ and ’you’ clusters of the SVO network; see figure 4).
5.3. Associations of the central words of the CO network
The final stage of the analysis concerned neighbourhoods of the central concepts extracted from the
CO networks: ’want’, ’help’, ’life’ and ’love’. Neighbourhoods were defined based on the SVO network
instead of the CO network as the former captures crucial relationships between concepts better due to its
construction procedure which uses actual syntactic links between words (see Section 2.2). The ego networks
were subsequently merged to make a single subgraph representing jointly conceptual surroundings of ’want’,
’help’, ’life’ and ’love’.
Figure 7 presents the joint ego graph with four clusters given by the optimal partition produced by the
G-N algorithm (cluster names denote which of the four central words belong to a given cluster). ’Help’ and
’want’ belong to smaller and more peripheral clusters while clusters of ’love’ and ’life’ are markedly larger
and more central in the network. Crucially, ’love’ is surrounded by words such as ’I’, ’me’, ’s/he’, ’we’,
’darling, ’daddy’, ’baby’ and ’friend’ indicating that strong connections with concepts related directly to self
and others. This is fundamentally congruent with all results from the previous analyses.
5.4. Discussion of Study 3
Study 3 complements the semantic frames outlined in Study 2 with emotional profiling which keeps into
account also negation of meaning. Attention was devoted to prominent concepts like “love”, “life”, “want”,
“help”, “I”, “you” and “s/he”.
In the overall CO network, “help” elicited a combination of anticipation and sadness that is proper to a
sense of resignation [18], whereas “life” was featured in a semantic frame devoid of any positive emotion. The
only emotional state stronger than random expectation around “life” was anticipation toward the future.
The projection into the future represented by this emotional state is natural in the context of final requests
at the end of one’s life [10, 3, 5, 4]. Even after considering the negations, “love” was found to be used
by authors of suicide notes to reflect positive emotions, particularly joy and trust, although expressions of
sadness and negative affect were also detected.
Focusing on the subject-verb-object structures of the above semantic frames, in the SVO network, the
cluster of ’life’ was found to be organized around ’you’ as the central pronoun and consisted primarily of
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Figure 7: Clusters, as detected with the G-N algorithm, in the combined ego graphs of ’want’, ’help’, ’life’ and ’love’ in the
SVO network. Clusters of ’help’ and ’want’ are markedly smaller and more peripheral while those of ’love’ and ’life’ are larger
and constitute the center of the network.
words such as ’give’, ’take’, ’live’, ’time’, ’start’ and ’find’. This suggests that the most frequent semantic
frame of ’life’ and ’you’ in suicide notes is the request directed to close ones that they should try to let go
and continue to live and enjoy life after the author is gone. Hence, this cluster captures, perhaps, the most
typical message which is often conveyed in suicide notes, compatibly with the emotional profile from CO
networks.
Always in the SVO network, the clusters around ’help’ and ’love’ are markedly simpler (i.e., more degen-
erate towards a perfect star) while those of ’want’ and ’life’ have more complex and less star-like structures.
This suggests that concepts linked to “help” and “love” are subject to more simplified cognitive processing
than those linked to “want” and “life”.
The emotional profile and semantic frame of “want” indicates that what the authors of suicide notes
express with “want”, i.e. the objects of their desires, are not only positive, joyous or trustful entities but
also sad, even fearful concepts. Differently from the common willingness to get better through positive expe-
riences [18], the authors of suicide notes express also a willingness to get through sad or fearful experiences,
like the unknown of ending their own life.
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The above results indicate that the meaning communicated through individual concepts is not the same
found in common language. Instead, suicide notes possess richly nuanced contexts that shift the meaning
and emotional content attributed to contents, making it fundamental to keep context into account for a
correct understanding of suicide notes, as recently pointed out by recent investigations (cf. [44]).
6. General Discussion
This study used cognitive network science for identifying key concepts of suicide notes and reconstruct-
ing the meaning and emotions expressed by authors who committed suicide. While the foregoing analysis
is designed to be exploratory, there are a number of psychological theories that can potentially be used to
contextualize and interpret our results. Not only might this be useful to better understand the patterns ob-
served in the analysis, but it may also provide a starting point for researchers to design further investigations
and test these ideas from a confirmatory vantage point. Lastly, we will present some limitations and discuss
challenges faced by this type of research.
Thus far, we have discussed structural balance theory as a potential mechanism that has long been
theorized to drive certain aspects of cognitive organization, particularly with regard to resolving conflicting
beliefs or attitudes [23]. Pairing this with other psychological theories, such as narrative psychology [1, 45]
and the meaning-maintenance model [46, 2], we can consider how the patterns observed in suicide notes fit
with a broader understanding of the psychological literature.
According to the meaning-maintenance model, people are fundamentally driven to construe their lives,
perceptions, and behaviors as meaningful [46]. This is a position long held by existentialist philosophers,
and is widely accepted by contemporary psychologists [47]. Moreover, given the drive to make meaning
from our experiences and perceptions of the world [18], people will then be motivated to restore a sense of
meaningfulness whenever the perception of their own life’s meaning is threatened. Suicidal ideation might
represent a response to such threat but also pose a challenge to identifying the meaning of one’s life. In
this perspective, writing a suicide note represents a way of re-establishing a sense of meaningfulness and
coherence in the face of circumstances that led the individual to consider or complete suicide.
This drive to find meaningfulness in narratives, notes and letters is supported by narrative psychology,
which focuses on the function, structure, and contents of the stories we tell ourselves and others about life [1].
With meaning-making as the distal motive for writing suicide notes, we may then interpret the structural
balance and positive emotional perceptions reported above as the concrete signals of meaning-making or
rather as proximal communicative mechanisms through which meaning-making can be more readily achieved.
In short, we argue that: (1) People are driven to perceive their lives as meaningful and coherent, (2)
they use narratives or story-telling as a way to encapsulate and restore these perceptions when threatened,
and (3) potential ways of improving the coherence of one’s own psychological narratives is by introducing
balance and positive emotional semantic frames to otherwise unbalanced or negative sets of cognitions.
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The relevance of this reasoning to the results of the present study can be summarized in two key elements.
On the one hand, our extension of structural balance [23] to networks of valenced conceptual associations
provides quantitative evidence that the content of suicide notes tends to have a significantly higher degree of
structural balance than valence-reshuffling null models. This indicates that both the syntax and the valence
of words used in suicide notes convey a tendency to avoid conflicting cognitions by assembling together
pleasant concepts, in line with previous qualitative studies [6] and quantitative investigations using a “bag-
of-words” approach [5]. On the other hand, semantic framing and emotional profiling both denoted suicide
notes as being rich in positive/trustful perceptions revolving around concepts such as “love”, “take”, “go”
and “way”. These positive emotional portrayals contained also strong signals of sadness and anticipation
into the future.
Our results integrate and extend previous findings also reporting “love” as being central in suicide notes.
Recent studies debated whether the emotional perception of “love” in suicide notes was as positive as in
common language [48, 44]. Our network approach enriched with linguistic annotations identified “love” in
suicide notes as still being attributed the same joyous and trustful connotations from common discourse but is
also imbued with a sense of sadness. Furthermore, whereas love is central across suicide notes, it is described
as mostly related toward other people in diverse ways, and does not function as a purely positive emotion
(as assumed by [48]). This indicates the importance of going beyond considering words in isolation [5] to
better understand suicide notes. Our quantitative approach reconstructs words as interconnected in the
language of suicide notes. This network structure reveals “love” as: (i) being prominent in the considered
narratives, (ii) being focused on relations with others and (iii) eliciting a nuanced set of emotions consisting
of joy, trust, anticipation and sadness. Structuring narratives around trustful and joyous relationships
with loved ones aligns well with the above interpretation of suicide notes as being strategically driven by
meaning identification. Another outcome of such strategy, aimed at avoiding conflicting cognitions, might
be the signals of anticipation and sadness attributed to “love”, which both identify resignation, a passive
acceptance of threats that generates no anger or conflict at the cost of feeling defeated and incapable of
creating change. This perception calls for future research investigating the psychological mechanisms at
work.
All in all, our reconstructed communicative contexts of concepts in suicide notes provide compelling
evidence for meaning-making narratives, aimed at coping with threats through meaning identification and
conflict-avoidant storytelling. Such rich landscape is invisible to considering words in isolation and rather
emerges from the complex structure of conceptual and emotional links between words in text. Cognitive net-
work science [21, 13, 20, 12], combining psycholinguistics, computer science and network science, represents
a powerful framework for reconstructing conceptual relationships, opening a window onto people’s minds,
their subjective perceptions and their own perspectives. The ability for cognitive network analyses to parse
large volumes of texts without human supervision calls for future large-scale investigations of the mindset
embedded in suicide notes. Although considerable attention has been devoted to automatically detecting
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suicide ideation in texts [9, 10, 8], very few studies adopted language processing for identifying key ideas and
emotions in suicide notes without the intervention and biases of human coders [44]. While also algorithms
can be biased in their analyses, these biases can be quantitatively exposed and reproduced, differently from
the more complex behavior of human raters.
It is important to restate that this is a speculative interpretation of the results, given the data-driven
nature of this research. Nevertheless, we wish to highlight that these results cohere with contemporary
psychological theory, and may therefore provide a basis upon which to improve or test aspects of these
theories within the context of understanding suicide notes in future analyses.
6.1. Limitations and Future Directions
The main limitation of the present study is the lack of comparison with a different set of texts. However,
it is not at all clear what would constitute an appropriate control group in this case. Semantics of different
texts, operationalized with centrality scores of words in syntactic networks, will be of course very different for
different kinds of texts but this follows directly from differences in terms of subject matters. For instance,
finding significant semantic differences between suicide notes and film reviews would be rather a trivial
discovery. We argue that a more promising approach is to first identify most important structural features
of syntactic networks representing suicide notes corpora independently of any external comparisons and then
use such features to inform proper selection of reference text corpora. This study addresses the first part of
this process.
Moreover, following the standard network science methodology, significance of some of the presented
findings was assessed based on comparisons with synthetic reference groups based on the configuration
model [37]. In particular, this allowed identification of non-trivial features of emotional profiles of different
words in the SVO and CO networks and also balance properties of the CO network.
The corpus of suicide notes we used is relatively small compared to text corpora typically used in natural
language processing studies [8]. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to replicate and extend the present
analysis using a larger set of notes. However, it has to be underlined that due to the very private and
personal nature of suicide notes such datasets are scarce and hard to collect or access.
In what concerns analyzing the structural balance of these cognitive networks, the major limitation is
the inability of observing the {−,+,+} triads, creating a weak bias towards balanced triangles. This was
a minor issue because we were able to observe that even with this constraint, depending on the null model,
different levels of balance were observed. Moreover, null models were subject to this same limitation, and
so were still appropriate comparisons within the context. A potential enhancement of this analysis could be
based in the investigation of how to incorporate neutral links.
Another limitation is the identification of emotional profiles in suicide notes based on cognitive datasets
referring to everyday language usage [11]. This problem is partially addressed by reconstructing emotional
profiles from the specific syntactic relationships detected in suicide notes. In this way, attention should be
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given not to the emotions of individual words but rather to the way such words are interconnected within
the observed texts. Building and adopting emotional lexical resources extracted from texts with suicidal
ideation could provide more accurate readings of emotional profiles, and so represent important goals for
further research.
7. Conclusions
In this research we presented the first application of network science to the quantitative analysis of
genuine suicide notes. Our approach combines some of the unique advantages of automated text analysis with
networks, while utilizing theoretical tools from psychology (e.g., structural balance theory), to gain a more
detailed understanding of underlying psychological states associated with suicide notes. Cognitive network
models allow us to move beyond comparatively opaque, “black-box” methods for classifying suicide notes,
as they extract key ideas and emotions embedded in text. This knowledge extraction allows researchers to
address questions about higher-level psychological processes and test hypotheses based on theory. Although
the present study was data-driven and therefore exploratory, it demonstrates cognitive networks as a valid
approach for future confirmatory investigations, leading to a greater understanding of new possibilities for
suicide prevention.
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